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Abstract: This research focuses on the aspect of femur bone
modeling that will change structure in response to mechanical
stresses that can be induced to bone formation. 3D femur bone
models are constructed by configuring material and geometric
conditions and respecting patients' specific features, providing
realistic and performant structural analysis. Using CFD concept,
a three-dimensional model of the femur system was established,
calculated the level of stress, the distribution of the femur and the
magnitude of the transmitted force. This study describes a 3D
construction process as well as the generation of the mesh based
on a parallel processing of eight processors. Our main
contribution revolves around the use of CFD modules to simulate
stress measurement in the bone and study their impact in the case
of external force exerted with successive values 10N, 50N and
100N.
Keywords : 3D Femur bone, geometric conditions, CFD
Module, Stress

I. INTRODUCTION

Bone diseases influence the quality of life of patients
after the age of 50. The process of bone remodeling induces a
deterioration of bone quality, leading to an increased risk of
exposure. The mortality rate of patients with osteoporotic
fractures is 15 to 30% following medical antecedents such as
infections, venous thrombosis and cardiovascular disease [1]
[2] [3]. Bone is considered a material of functional caliber. It
consists of the following components: hydroxyapatite,
collagen, traces of proteoglycans, non-collagenous proteins
and water[4]. According to most measurements, the femur
bone (Fig.1) is estimated as the longest and strongest bone in
the human body [5].
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Fig.1.The femur Bone [5]
The average of its length is assessed at 26.74% compared
to the size of a normal person [2]. The neck has a length of 40
to 50 mm. Its diameter is considered the smallest front-back
as well as it is compressed in its middle. The measurements
of the angle is not stable: for children, it is about 150o and for
old people at 120o on average. Given the strength of femur
bone and for a fracture to occur, it must be applied a
significant force. In particular, in patients with normal bone
resistance, car accidents or falling from a height are
considered among the crucial causes for having a fracture. In
this paper, we will exploit the CFD modules to simulate the
value of stress in case of the presence of external force
exerted with successive value 10N, 50N, 100N.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
A 3D model for femur bone with 114.2k cells and 20.5.3k
nodes was performed. A Tet-Dominant Algorithm was
executed for the quick generation and automated tetrahedral
meshes. Manual meshing size was setting with minimum
edge length = 0.001m and maximum edge length = 0.003m,
moderate quality and second order for the solver multifrontal
as well as 8 processors for parallel processing and maximum
runtime=3600s.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The femur bone was tested under three axes of translation in
the nodal directions x, y and z and rotations around the nodal
directions x, y and z (fig.2). A Tet-Dominant Algorithm was
executed for the quick generation and automated tetrahedral
meshes is detailed systematically as shown in Table.1:
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Table-I:Steps of the Tet-Dominant Algorithm
Step1: Initialization
BC = [None]*3; // Initialize list for boundary conditions
Femur bone // Initialize list for materials
FC = [None]*1; // Initialize list for field calculations

Step2: mesh generation
MESH=Read_Mesh(
UNITE=20,
FORMAT='MED',
); // Define mesh file
Step3: 3D mesh Model
MODEL=AFFE_MODELE(
Model=MESH,
MODELISATION='3D',), // Model definition of phenomena and
element types

Fig.2.3D Femur bone
The generation of the mesh presented in Fig.3 ended with
35459 points, 140381 elements, badmax edge = 5.72985e +
12, 37 splits performed and total badness = 224290.

Step4: setting the force (boundary condition)
BC[2]=AFFE_CHAR_MECA(
MODELE=MODEL,
FORCE_FACE=_F(
FX=((0.0)/(areaDict['faceGroupOnGeoFaces_8']+areaDict['faceGroup
OnGeoFaces_10']+areaDict['faceGroupOnGeoFaces_9'])),
// Example of boundary condition: force (along the X axis)
Step5: linear solver and statistical analysis
SOLVER=_F(
STOP_SINGULIER='True',
METHODE='MULT_FRONT',
RENUM='MDA',
NPREC=8, ) // Linear static analysis definition
SIM=CALC_CHAMP(
GROUP_MA=('volumeOnGeoVolumes_0'),
reuse=SIM,
DEFORMATION=('EPSI_NOEU'),
CRITERES=('SIEQ_NOEU'),
RESULTAT=SIM,
) // Derived result calculation on nodes

Fig.3.Mesh of the Femur bone
For a given load, the external surface is subjected to high
stresses because the bending of the bones is more stressed
for pure axial compression. As a result, recent research work
shows that bending bones have lower mechanical strengths
than bones subjected to pure axial compression [6] [7]. By
analogy the two resulting forces, Rh and Rt are solicited by
femur bone ,the resulting trochanteric force Rt is the vector
sum of the resultant muscle force Fmt exerted by all the
abdominal muscles and the force Fmk . In order to properly
simulate the loading condition of the bone, knowledge of the
biomechanics involved is required.
In our case, the following parameter for the stress analysis
was chosen: linear elastic for the material behavior and the
isotropic directional dependency model. The Young's
modulus= 15000000000 (Pa) which characterizes the
stiffness of the materiel ,the Poisson's ratio=0.22 which
describes the compression of the materiel transverse to the
axial stain and the density=1500 kg/m3 which defines the
relationship between it masses and the space occupied by it
[10] [8] [9] [11] [12]. The matrix is of size is composed of
616044 equations. It contains 22732539 non-zero terms if it
is symmetric and 44849034 non-zero terms if it is not
symmetric (the number of non-zero terms is likely to vary if
one uses the contact in continuous formulation or method
XFEM with contact). That is to conclude a rate of filling of
0.012%.A summary of the results is mentioned in table.2:

Step6: implementation of the solution
IMPR_RESU(
RESU=(_F(
NOM_CHAM_MED='displacement',
RESULTAT=SIM,
NOM_CHAM='DEPL',
NOM_CMP=('DX','DY','DZ'),
),
_F(
NOM_CHAM_MED='von Mises stress',
RESULTAT=SIM,
NOM_CHAM='SIEQ_NOEU',
NOM_CMP=('VMIS'),
), // Solution fields
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Table-II:summary table for the results
CHAMP STOCKE :
degree :
1

DEPL INSTANT : 0.00000E+00

#1
Resolution des systemes lineaires
(USER+SYST/SYST/ELAPS):
261.79
3.66
#2
Calculs elementaires et assemblages
(USER+SYST/SYST/ELAPS):
8.78
0.31
#4
Communications MPI
(USER+SYST/SYST/ELAPS):
0.00
0.00

# Memory (Mo): 4808.32 / 924.73 / 4028.32 /
/ VmSize / Optimum / Minimum)
# Fin orders No: 0013 user+syst:
4.09S, Elaps:
59.63S

Order

CPU
49.26
CPU
8.72
CPU
0.00

697.02 (VmPeak
271.38S (syst:

The distribution of stresses in the femur bone is shown in
Figure.4. The allowable bending force was 10 N, 100 N, and
500 N simultaneously in the 3 stress analysis attempts.
(c)Stress simulation with bending Force=500N
Fig.4.Stress Simulation (A) Stress simulation with
bending Force=50N (B) Stress simulation with bending
Force=100N (c) Stress simulation with bending
Force=500N
The stress analysis for the three attempt occupies a mean
total of CPU Time = 286.05 s, a mean CPU time for a total
use=280.30 S and a an average CPU time for the remaining
35995213.95 s.The displacement of the velocity stress in the
femur bone is estimated around 4e +6 (N /m2).
Therefore, what is perceived as a result that the force
exerted on the bone could give interesting indications on
stress measurements in the femur bone as well as a velocity
displacement vector that increases viewing the stress pressure
IV. CONCLUSION

(A)Stress simulation with bending Force=50N

In conclusion, this study highlights the advantages of CFD
models specific to the reconstruction of 3D femur models.
The evaluation of fracture risk and the optimization of
surgical intervention depends on the bone density,
mechanical properties and geometry. As a result, there is no
alternative to experimental mechanical testing to consider all
of these parameters when determining bone failure loads. The
modification of the values of the force exerted on the bone
simulates the undesired lateral impacts, such as those
occurring during unforeseen accidents. The modeling with
CFD for the analysis of stress was interesting to study the
impact of the external force compared to the resistance of
bone .The simulation of the stress measurement in the bone
and the analysis of their impact in the case of external force
exerted with successive values 10N, 50N and 100N can lead
to a promising medical decision support.
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